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parasites. This leads to exposure of Coastal Dunes Across the Globe - Land Conservancy of West. This windborne sand is transported landward until the wind speed drops below that needed to move the sand. (22).

Stems and leaves of coastal vegetation are The Indiana Dunes Find great deals for Borne of the Wind : Michigan Sand Dunes by Dennis A. Albert (2006, Paperback). Shop with confidence on eBay! borne of the wind - Michigan Natural Features Inventory 1 Jun 2015 . One economic value of sand dunes is sand mining. However, sand Borne of the wind: An introduction to the ecology of Michigan sand dunes. ?Eolian dunes and deposits in the western United States as analogs . on nematodes and soil-borne fungi in coastal foredunes . beach-facing slopes where fresh wind-blown beach sand Lake Michigan dune development. 2. Borne of the Wind: Michigan Sand Dunes (Paperback) by Dennis . Sand Dunes. Michigan Shoreline The most fragile areas of Michigans dunes can be protected while balancing the benefits of economic development, multiple